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Part 1: Story Elements 

 

Title:  JOMEO: THE TITAN OF LOVE 

 

Platform:  Jomeo would be available for the PC. The PC gaming market is as strong as ever 

thanks to programs like Steam and Origin drawing in gamers from all over the globe. Another 

great option would be utilizing Xbox Live. Since the PC was our first option, if we were to 

utilize XNA to make the game, it should be a synch to have our game able to be plopped right in 

on the Xbox market place. 

 

Features:  -Single player 

    -Multiple playable characters 

    -Combining robots 

    -Fast paced combo based action 

    -Story driven mission system 

    -Dynamic Music 



    -Large scale boss battles 

    -Upgradeable/unlockable skills  

    -Impressive 2D graphics 

 

Target market: Jomeo would appeal to a rather wide market for many different reasons. It has a 

very interesting name and concept which is often a draw for prospective players due to the kook 

factor like Katamari Damacy. The fact that it is a game about robots from the future makes it 

appealing to people along the lines of the Mega Man series. Jomeo’s easy to pick up nature and 

deep and technical system will be an appeal to a wide range of players akin to Devil May Cry 

and Castlevania. Jomeo is aimed at people from the age of 12-18 and 18-34 as well as a mostly 

male audience.  

 

Competitive analysis:  The closest kinds of competitors in the current market are Castlevania 

and Devil May Cry.  It’s only other competition hasn’t been on the market for the last 5-10 years 

in Mega Man, Zone of the Enders, Robot Alchemic Drive, Armored Core, Mech Assault, among 

others. 

 

Theme: Jomeo is all about the power of love overcoming hatred. In the game you play as two 

fighter bots from two different factions, who put aside their differences, and fall in love with one 

another. With their love, they merge into the all powerful Jomeo, and fight against the warring 

factions. Jomeo is love personified. Before Jomeo came to be, robots like Romeo and Juliet were 

only hopeless dreamers, who dreamt of one day living in a world driven by love. Jomeo is the 

ultimate fighting machine, 



 

Backstory: 200 years ago, in the year 2396 AD, mankind had finally perfected a type of AI that 

would take the place of world leaders. Every country was designated its own AI to deal with day 

to day tasks, accompanied by a platoon of mechanical humanoids to do the things an AI could 

not. What man did not anticipate, however, was a flaw in the AI’s programming, causing them to 

lust for power in secret. Amassing them in the shadows, the AI units mass produced more of the 

robot helpers and turned them into sentient, powerful armies. Starting in Europe, and soon to the 

rest of the world, the countries went to war against mankind’s wishes, and many a human were 

caught in the crossfire, until humanity was lost. The Machine War however, continued endlessly. 

 

Synopsis: In the year 2591, two combat droids produced by the AIs of what was once Italy and 

France, dubbed the ROMEO Unit and JULIET Unit, meet one day on the battlefield during a 

skirmish between Italy and France’s AIs. After many hours of firefights, the two droids resort to 

melee combat and lock blades. Caught in a stalemate, the two stare into each others’ optics and in 

a flash of light, the robots disappeared from the battle and in their place was a much larger, far 

more powerful super-robot. In mere minutes, this titan unleashed a volley of missiles and laser 

fire the likes of which neither AI had ever seen. When the area had been completely separated, 

the large robot disappeared in a similar flash, and left behind was Romeo and Juliet, who were 

quite perplexed at the situation. Realizing that something was amiss and that it involved the two 

of them, Romeo and Juliet opted to travel together to both determine what caused such a 

transformation, as well as to put a stop to the war of their two countries. 

 Romeo decided that it would be best to speak with an ally of his, the leader of the 

resistance of Italy known as Mercutio. He explained to the duo that what happened was known 



as “love”. When the two of them locked eyes on that battlefield, they experienced an attraction to 

one another so powerful that they merged into one super powerful giant robot, whose power was 

unmatched. The three machines decided that the only way to stop this war was to topple its 

master, and they sought to use the power of this fusion, which they called Jomeo, to put the AI of 

Italy out of commission. Thus, the group began to make its way towards the central command 

tower of the country. 

 While travelling across the wasteland that was once Verona, the group watched in awe as 

a bright red streak flew across the dark sky. They soon realized that this thing was headed 

straight for them, and they braced for impact. What they thought was some sort of missile, or 

meteor, turned out to be neither. It was the TYBALT Unit, master of the France AI’s army and 

one of the fiercest machines in Europe. Carrying an axe even larger than he, Tybalt was outraged 

that a combat robot from his own country was involved in the destruction that wiped out their 

own troops when Romeo and Juliet first combined. Tybalt challenged Romeo to a duel, believing 

that he was to blame for this, but Romeo refused, on the grounds that being able to fuse with a 

robot from their country should make them allies. Mercutio is offended by Tybalt’s ignorance, as 

well as Romeo’s unwillingness to fight, and accepts the duel on his behalf. Mercutio is fatally 

wounded when Romeo attempts to stop the fight. Grief stricken and wracked with guilt, Romeo 

confronts Tybalt by himself, and Tybalt is defeated. 

 Soon enough, the chasm that stood before the Italy AI’s tower was before them. Seeing 

the near infinite army of combat robots that stood between them and their goal, Romeo and Juliet 

locked hands, and as they looked into each others’ optics like before, they took the form of 

Jomeo once again. With superior speed and strength, Jomeo crashed headlong into the enemy 

forces, scattering the lesser robots like insects. Looking to avoid dragging the battle on for too 



long, Jomeo activated its massive shoulder mounted pulse cannons, and swept a piercing laser 

across the entire battlefield, vaporizing almost the entire Italian army.  

 As the dust settled, the doors to the tower slowly opened, revealing one final challenge in 

the BENVOLIO Unit, supreme commander of the Italian army. Brandishing his energy sword, 

Benvolio denounced Romeo/Jomeo as no longer his comrade in arms, and charged the super-

robot. Jomeo followed suit and produced a similar sword from its right hand, and locked itself in 

combat with Benvolio. After a lengthy swordfight of each participant matching the other blow 

for blow, Benvolio gained the upper hand and struck Jomeo’s right hand, disrupting the energy 

sword, causing it to fizzle. Weaponless, Jomeo feigned defeat and stood motionless, and 

Benvolio took the bait. Recklessly, Benvolio lunged for the finishing blow, but Jomeo, to his 

surprise, caught him in an arm lock, and with all its might, hurled Benvolio skyward. Thrusters 

activated, Jomeo careened into the now helpless commander with a rocket powered punch, 

piercing Benvolio’s chest. As his body plummeted back to the earth, The Italy AI, out of fear of 

Jomeo, released a nuclear warhead directly as the giant robot. Knowing that they had to put an 

end to Italy’s AI now if there is ever to be peace, Jomeo caught the missile at the height of its 

trajectory and, in a final act of courage, piledrived the missile all the way back into the command 

tower, wiping out not only the AI, but Jomeo as well. 

 The remaining renegade robots mourned their saviors, but would forever tell stories of 

the titan whose bond of love saved them from a life of tyranny. They would become legends. 

  

 

Environmental design: Due to being a war torn earth but far into the future, the environment 

would be both bleak but with the remnants of a sleek, industrial society. 



 

 

Part 2: Character Elements 

 

 

ROMEO 

 

- Background: Character’s name is Romeo. He is a warrior of the Italy AI’s robot army, 

and part of the MONTAGUE Unit. This character is relevant to the game’s storyline 

because he is one of the two protagonists alongside Juliet, who together fuse into Jomeo. 

- Physiology: Romeo is a slim built, fragile but speedy robot, whose body is rather sleek, 

smooth, and rounded. He is about the size of an average human. His armor is colored 

various shades of pink and magenta, and has one large eye dead center of his head, which 

glows a bright yellow. It is common for him to flash a thumbs up when things are going 

in his favor. He is a skilled soldier and thus in quite good health, and has a very laid back 

manner of walking due to being carefree and limber in his movements. 

- Sociology: He has little economic power of his own due to being merely one of many in 

the Italy robot army. He is a fairly new model for the army, and was not present for the 

initial battles that caused the war torn future he knows now. He has average intelligence 

as far as robots go (which is far more advanced compared to humans) but makes up for 

this in being rather clever on the battlefield. He is strongly attached to his companion 

Juliet, and requires her assistance to bring peace to their world. He tries to avoid conflict 



when possible, as shown when Tybalt appears to challenge him in a rage, and only fights 

when necessary. 

- Psychology: Romeo believes in a future where robots he considers allies no longer must 

die for the petty wars of AI units, and works with Juliet to achieve this goal. He is very 

laid back, and somewhat of a jokester. At first he does not take the task before he and 

Juliet very seriously, but as the duo progress and he is forced to see how serious matters 

are he learns over the course of the story when to get serious. He likes it when problems 

solve themselves without much difficulty, and becomes anxious when he is forced into 

conflict and will try to avoid it when possible. 

- Verbal Characteristics: Carefree tone to voice, average speed of speaking.  

“Aww yeah! See? That was easy!” 

 

 

JULIET 

 

- Background: Character’s name is Juliet. She is a soldier of the France AI’s army in the 

CAPULET Unit, which is currently at war with the MONTAGUE Unit. She is relevant to 

the story because she is the co-protagonist alongside Romeo, who work together to stop 

the senseless fighting of their kind by fusing into the titan, Jomeo. 

- Physiology: Juliet is a large, bulky, slow moving mechanical bruiser built to fight up 

close and stay there. She is a little taller than Romeo, and is much stockier. Her armor is 

quite blocky, and her two green eyes can be seen under her visor. Her armor is colored 

shades of blue, and does not allow for much freedom of movement. Due to this, her 



manner of walking is slow and very deliberate. When idle, she can often be seen heaving 

her shoulders and readjusting her arms, similar to a heavyweight boxer. Juliet also wields 

a large hammer known as Hamlet. 

- Sociology: Her economic status is similar to Romeo’s due to just being one of many in a 

large army. She is quite intelligent when it comes to battlefield tactics, but less so when it 

comes to social scenarios as fighting is when she is at her best (though her average 

intelligence is still quite above that of any human). She is very attached to and protective 

of Romeo, whom she needs to accomplish their new mission, and in turn Tybalt is very 

protective of her, due to him being the commander of the unit she comes from and 

blames Romeo for her defection. 

- Psychology: Juliet wants to be able to put her brawn to use for something good, and 

believes she can cause a change for the good of all robot kind. She is quick tempered and 

rather no-nonsense, and usually jumps to fighting as her first solution to a problem. This 

puts her at odds with Romeo’s carefree attitude early on but she learns through working 

with him to lighten up a little. Juliet dislikes the things she is forced to do for her army, 

and also wishes to redeem herself through her new goal. 

- Verbal Characteristics: Speaks slowly, tends to use few words per sentence. Deep but still 

somewhat feminine voice. 

“Romeo. We are surrounded. Crush them!” 

 

TYBALT 

 



- Background: Character’s name is Tybalt. He is the commander of the CAPULET Unit, a 

group of the France AI’s army. He is relevant to the story because he is the commander 

of the unit that Juliet defected from, and appears in a rage to challenge Romeo to a duel, 

whom he believes is responsible for turning Juliet into a traitor as well as destroying his 

entire unit when the two first fused into Jomeo. 

- Physiology: Tybalt is a very large, intimidating robot, about three times as tall as Romeo, 

and carries a sword even larger than he is with ease, indicating great physical strength as 

well. He has red eyes, and a large military style hat. He always appears angry, and walks 

with grace and dignity fitting a commander of his caliber. He has a tendency to point at 

people he is addressing and objects of interest with his sword. 

- Sociology: Due to his high rank, he has relatively good economic standing as far as 

robots go, and can essentially do as he pleases. He is affiliated with the France AI’s army, 

and is commander of the CAPULET Unit. He is furious with Romeo due to his belief that 

he is the one who caused the destruction of his unit and the defection of Juliet. While he 

holds no grudge against her, he will not hesitate to fight if she aids Romeo in obstructing 

him.  

- Psychology: Very commanding, Tybalt frequently acts as though he is in charge of any 

given situation. He is quick to judge, and believes strongly in “eye for an eye”, seen when 

he seeks vengeance on Romeo. Loyal to his country’s army and to his soldiers, he thinks 

in their best interest despite their less than savory goals. Tybalt’s blind anger becomes his 

downfall, but his encounter with Romeo and Juliet marks a turning point for the 

protagonists as they realize how serious the situation they have got themselves into really 

is.  



- Verbal Characteristics: Commanding, yells a lot, very masculine voice. Talks fast when 

agitated 

“Stand your ground and face me, soldier! Show me what Italy’s troops are made of!” 

 

 

Character Triangle: In this triangle, Tybalt is essentially the wedge between the 

protagonists, who force them into a conflict that demonstrates to them both the 

seriousness of the mission they have undertaken, and is when both characters start to 

rectify the flaws in their personality. 

 

Part 3: Gameplay Elements 

- Challenges:  

1. Enemy type that is heavily armored from the front, causing regular attacks to be 

ineffective from that angle. 

2. Player needing to manage large numbers of smaller, weaker enemies. 

3. High alcove that the player cannot traverse with the standard movement system alone. 

-  Solutions 

1. Attack from behind, or find a powerful enough weapon that bypasses the heavy armor, or 

avoid it as it is presumably a slow enemy. 

2. Switch to a weapon better suited for hitting multiple enemies, lest the player be swarmed, 

Run around them and pick them off slowly, or switch to Juliet who is the better fighter. 



3. Return to this area/puzzle when the player has better jumping capabilities, or a jet booster 

type item. Alternatively, lure an enemy to this area and jump off their heads to explore 

this area, or use Romeo as he is more agile. 

- Level Structure: Player selects an area/level from an overworld/world map, and each area 

is its own explorable zone containing a boss and hidden things to find. Each level unlocks 

by defeating the boss of the previous, giving the player a clear sense of progressing while 

still allowing the player to backtrack to explore from the map if they so choose. The 

themes of the levels follow the story of the main characters progressing through war torn 

Europe to reach the Italy AI tower within the wasteland. 

- Interface Design: For a manual design element, the game features an easy to understand 

control scheme where the 4 face buttons allow for Jump, Light Attack, Heavy Attack, and 

Grab, while shoulder buttons allow for switching weapons, blocking, and dodging. 

Anyone familiar with action games and those that are not can easily understand their 

functions. For visual elements, the HUD will clearly display a portrait of the current 

character, health, and current weapon along with any special values for the current 

weapon (such as ammo, charge, etc). 

- Artificial Intelligence: Melee based enemies will move towards the player when the 

enemy is on screen and attack when they are in range, while ranged enemies will fire as 

soon as they have line of sight of the player. Some bosses will also have the capability of 

adapting their attack patterns based on equipped weapon the player has. For example, 

putting up shields if the player has a machinegun type weapon. 



- Audio: Dynamic sountrack, becoming more intense during enemy encounters and moreso 

during bosses, while calm for exploring. Fairly stock sound effects like slams, gunshots, 

explosions, etc. Picking up new items will cause a “boop” noise”. 

 

 


